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Pushchairs
Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-AMG Collection



The successful cooperation between Mercedes-Benz and the German family-owned 
company Hartan began fi ve years ago. Hartan, from Franconia, has been producing high-
quality pushchairs “Made in Germany“ since the 1950s. Just like Mercedes-Benz, Hartan 
stands for innovation, comfort and safety with that unique sporty character. Hartan’s 
interior designs are certifi ed organic cotton, which is the best for your little one. The 
exceptionally light aluminium chassis are characterised by stability and manoeuvrability. 
Hartan pushchairs incorporate all the technical experience from four generations of 
German pushchair development and production. Their new pushchair collection with 
the models ALL-TERRAIN GTR, AVANTGARDE GTS/GTX, PERFORMANCE GTS/GTX and 
AMG GT² demonstrate not only an eye-catching look, developed in close coordination 
with the Mercedes-Benz design department but also superior functionality and excellent 
workmanship.
Like all Hartan products, the Mercedes-Benz and Mercedes-AMG pushchairs meet the 
highest material selection and manufacturing quality standards. Additionally, they are 
also subject to certifi cation by TÜV.

The new Mercedes-Benz pushchairs from Hartan —
dynamic, innovative, functional
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— slider adjustable in height
— positive action parking brake
— compact fold (L 84 cm x B 59 cm x H 31 cm)

— convertible seat unit with safety click-system
— extra large lockable swivel wheels

vegan woven fabric breathable durable

including serial 
handbrake

Bag2go
ideal organiser
for storing wallet, 
key-ring and mobile 
phone etc. included 
with every stroller

Grip tyres
for maximum 
off-road mobility

The perfect choice for sports-loving parents. Ideal for off -road use thanks to grip 
tyres and handbrake and is also manoeuvrable and handy with compact folding 
dimensions.

water-repellent

843 rubellit 844 opalith 845 denimblau 846 tartufo
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847 sagegrey

All-Terrain GTR pushchair 
with premium fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

All-Terrain GTR 
2387-192-847 sagegrey

Zertifiziert durch Mechanische 
Sicherheit geprüft

EN 1888-1+2, EN 1466
- Standsicherheit

- Festigkeit
- Dauerbelastung

- Fertigung überwacht
          ID 10054701.01



Car seat adaptor
available as an accessory

Bag2go 
ideal organiser
for storing of wallet,
key-ring and mobile
phone etc. included with 
every stroller

Dessin 845 denimblau
Leatherette handle in
black with light-grey
stitching,
Colour of chassis in topas

Very compact fold
L 75 cm x B 62 cm
x H 31,5 cm,
suitable for the car boot

Premium fold carrycot
inc. folding function,
ventilation panel, foldout
sun visor, flap-up
backrest, etc.
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vegan woven fabric breathable durable water-repellent

— telescopic handle with a large extending range
— positive action parking brake
— compact fold

— reversible seat unit with safety click system
— lockable swivel wheels

843 rubellit 844 opalith 845 denimblau
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GTS seat unit
The GTS seat unit is convenient with the highest comfort and classically elegant 
design. The GTS seat unit is detachable from the frame and reversible. The back-
rest can be adjusted several times to the fl at reclining position. Thanks to the 
multi-adjustable and extendable footrest, the Avantgarde GTS adapts to every size 
and grows with you. 

GTX seat unit
The GTX seat unit impresses with its ergonomic seat unit with swi-
vel function, which can be adjusted several times to the reclining 
position. The GTX seat unit is detachable, lightweight and reversib-
le. Other benefi ts include a multi-adjustable footrest, making the 
popular GTX seat unit the perfect companion.

Exclusive and practical at the same time - The small and compact folding size ensures that the 
Avantgarde can be taken anywhere without any problems. The lockable single swivel wheels provide 
optimal manoeuvrability. The telescopic handlebar with an extensive adjustment range allows peop-
le of diff erent heights to push the Avantgarde without any problems. The Avantgarde model can be 
ordered with either the GTS or GTX seat unit.

847 sagegrey

Avantgarde GTX 
pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

Avantgarde GTX
2382-112-844 opalith

Avantgarde GTS 
pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

Avantgarde GTS
2381-191-845 denimblau

Zertifiziert durch Mechanische 
Sicherheit geprüft

EN 1888-1+2, EN 1466
- Standsicherheit

- Festigkeit
- Dauerbelastung

- Fertigung überwacht
          ID 10054701.01
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Comfort for adventurers  - The superb handbrake, the swivel pusher and the extra large shop-
ping basket make the model a role model for fl exibility in everyday life. Thanks to lockable swivel 
wheels and Solight Ecco pneumatic tyres with adjustable suspension, the Performance model 
masters every course and is very manoeuvrable. The Performance model can be ordered with 
either the GTS or GTX seat unit.

Car seat adaptor
available as an accessory

Bag2go 
ideal organiser
for storing of wallet,
key-ring and mobile
phone etc. included with 
every stroller

Dessin 846 tartufo
Leatherette handle in
black with light-grey
stitching,
Colour of chassis in sepia-
braun

Compact fold
L 75 cm x B 58,5 cm
x H 37,5 cm,
suitable for the car boot

Premium fold carrycot
inc. folding function,
ventilation panel, foldout
sun visor, flap-up
backrest, etc.PE
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843 rubellit 844 opalith 845 denimblau 846 tartufo

vegan woven fabric breathable durable water-repellent

Innovation swivel pushchair – Looking towards the parents or forwards? 
The brand new „Performance“ pushchair model from the Mercedes-Benz 
Collection enables a change of perspective in the blink of an eye.
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GTS seat unit
The GTS seat unit boasts the highest comfort and classically elegant design. The 
GTS seat unit is detachable from the frame and reversible. The backrest can be 
adjusted several times to the fl at reclining position. Thanks to the multi-adjustable 
and extendable footrest, the Performance GTS adapts to every size and grows 
with you. 

GTX seat unit
The GTX seat unit impresses with its ergonomic seat unit with 
swivel function, which can be adjusted several times up to the 
reclining position. The GTX seat unit is detachable and reversible 
from the frame and is really lightweight. Other functions, such as 
the multi-adjustable footrest, make the popular GTX seat unit the 
perfect companion.

847 sagegrey847 sagegrey

Performance GTS
2383-196-846 tartufo

Performance GTS 
pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

Performance GTX 
2384-177-843 rubellit

Performance GTX 
pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)



Cupholder
— simple attachment
— baby bottle always at hand
— included with every stroller

Bag2go ideal organiser for storing wallet, 
key-ring and mobile phone etc.
— easily attachable to the handle
— carry-handle and zipper
— practical interior compartments 
— included with every stroller

CupholderBag2go

Cross-spoke wheels,
in the original AMG 
Design,
inc. air chamber tyres and
adjustable suspension

Leatherette handle in black
with orange stitching
(Design 851),
including serial handbrake

Compact fold
L 69 cm x B 58,5 cm, H
31 cm,
suitable for the car boot

Fold-out sun visor
for stroller and premium
fold carrycotAM
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Bag2go ideal organiser for storing wallet, 
key-ring and mobile phone etc.
— easily attachable to the handle
— carry-handle and zipper
— practical interior compartments 
— included with every stroller

Cupholder
— simple attachment
— baby bottle always at hand
— included with every stroller

STAIN PROTECTION WATER AND OIL 
REPELLENT 

ANTIBACTERIAL SCRATCH RESISTANT AND 

DURABLE
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GTR seat unit
The GTR seat unit can be removed from the frame in no time and is reversible. 
The multi-adjustable backrest can be adjusted to the fl at reclining position. The 
height of the footrest can be adjusted several times. Its folding size particularly 
distinguishes the AMG GT², as this model can be folded ultra compactly, including 
the GTR seat unit. 

The AMG GT² with handbrake combines fl exibility and maximum driving comfort. 
With a folding size of 69 x 58.5 x 31 cm, the AMG GT² folds together with the GTR 
seat unit in an ultra-compact manner and is lightweight at 13,4 kg.

AMG GT²
2385-193-850 nachtschwarz

AMG GT² pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

AMG GT² pushchair
with premium
fold carrycot
(available as an
accessory)

AMG chassis
with car seat
(Car seat adaptor avail-
able as an accessory)

AMG GT²
2385-193-851 magmabeam

Zertifiziert durch Mechanische 
Sicherheit geprüft
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AMG GT² Limited Edition
1204-209-852 hyperblue

inc. handbrake
inc. rain cover
inc. net basket
inc. cupholder

inc. Bag2go with carrying strap

Limited Edition

Limited Edition - 1 of 299
In the fi fth year of their cooperation, Mercedes-AMG and Hartan present the Limited Edition of 

the AMG GT² pushchair. Only 299 pieces are available worldwide. 
The centrepiece of the special model is the AMG pattern in hyperblue against a black background 
on the hood of the stroller and the premium folding bag, as well as the black frame with a noble 
colour gradient in the colour hyperblue. In addition, each model is provided with an original AMG 

badge, highlighting the exclusive limitation of this edition. 
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Seat mat „cozy“ GTX/GTS
5843-00-847

Seat mat „cozy“ GTR
5848-00-847

Winter footmuff GTX
5829-63-847

Winter footmuff GTS/GTR
5846-63-847

Premium fold carrycot
4077-07-847

changing bag
4114-00-847

Parasol
5619-07-847

changing bag
4143-00-851

Neck-rest
5810-00-847

Bedding
8144-00-847

Winter footmuff AMG GT²
5840-63-851

Premium fold carrycot
4078-07-851

Parasol
5623-07-851

Neck-rest
5809-00-851

Bedding
8148-00-851

Seat mat „cozy“
5844-00-851

Seat mat „cozy“

Accessories
The perfect additions for you and your baby!

Parasol

, „Mercedes-Benz“ and          are the intellectual property of Mercedes-Benz Group AG. They are used by Hartan under license.
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